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Beaver Booties Perform Well in Their Second Game of The Season

ONLY GOAL BY ARELLANO

Saturday afternoon the Engineer soccer team took Clark Field for a last and thrilling 90-minute struggle; Assistant Bob Jenks, the only U. S. amateur who was characterized by fast and consummate fighting throughout, although the Beaver successor carried the charge many times right up to the Clark goal. The opposition was fairly steady, and occasional spurts by the slower on whose own territory they could have been stopped, but the score was never achieved. In the last minutes of the game Jenks had a chance to drive the ball along but the shot was not well enough to get him in. The final score was 1-0.

But the biggest story of the game was the last minute of play, played in the last second and upon which the game was decided. The Beaver forward started and by a swift move of his right foot and a well timed pass by the left, caught the Engineer defense off guard and was passed by Captain Don- (Continued on Page 4)